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EXAMPLES OF BAD NOETHERIAN LOCAL RINGS

MARIA GRAZIA MARINARI

In this paper we use a general technique, due to Larfeldt-Lech [9]r

to show that there exist local noetherian rings which are "bad" with
respect to some properties which are obviously verified in the algebro-
geometric case. In particular we show that there exist local Gorenstein
rings which are not homomorphic images of regular (local) rings and
that there exist local rings which do have canonical module but do not
have canonical algebra.

We wish to thank Dr. D. Eisenbud for his smart suggestions and
kind help in the conception and preparation of this paper.

1. Introduction

We recall some definitions and well-known facts about noetherian
local rings (all rings are assumed to be commutative with 1).

Let R be a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m. Its com-
pletion R can be written as R = S/a where S is a regular local ring
and α c S is an ideal (see [2] § 6). The invariant d(R) is defined as
follows: d(R) = μ(a) — (dim S — dim R) where μ(ά) is the minimal num-
ber of generators for a d{R) does not depend on the chosen representa-
tion R = S/a. Incidentally we have the following facts: R is a com-
plete intersection iff d(R) = 0, R is an almost complete intersection iff
d(R) = 1, moreover d(R) = 1 implies R is not Gorenstein (see [8] § 1).
Let (R, m, k) be a noetherian local ring. A finitely generated .β-module
G is said to be a Gorenstein .B-module if there exists a non-negative
integer n such that Exti (fc, G) = 0 for i ψn. If moreover n = htβ m
and μ*(m, G) = dimfc Ext^ (fc, G) = δijn (here necessarily n = ht^ m, i.e. R
is a Cohen-Macaulay ring (see [12] § 3)), then G is said to be a Gorenstein
module of rank 1 (for more details on rank see [3] § 3), or even canonical
module of R, or dualizing module of R. In [7] § 5 it is shown that if
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R has canonical module then this is uniquely determined up to isomor-

phism, and therefore it is denoted by KR. Using the above notation we

have KR (g)R JS ~ KR ~ Ext& (R, S) where t = dim S — dim R. Moreover,

if R is a (local) Cohen-Macaulay ring (from now shortly CM.) then

there exists KR iff R can be expressed as a homomorphic image of a

(local) Gorenstein ring (see [10] and [12]). Let again R and R be as

above. Let {a19 , am} be a minimal system of generators for α in S

and let E = SζZιy , Zm dZ* = α̂ )> be the Koszul complex of S with

respect to {aί9 , αm}. An iϊ-algebra which is finitely generated as an

jβ-module and whose completion is isomorphic to the homology algebra

H(E) of E is called canonical algebra of R (see [6] § 2). In [6] loc. cit.

it is shown that if R has canonical algebra then this last is uniquely

determined up to isomorphism, therefore it is denoted by A(R). If R

can be expressed as a homomorphic image of a regular (local) ring S9

and d(R) = δ, then there exists A(R) and also Aδ(R) = KR, At{R) = 0

for i>δ. Moreover canonical algebras distinguish complete intersections

from Gorenstein rings (in fact R is a Gorenstein ring iff KR = R and

it is a complete intersection iff A(R) = R (see [7] and [8])).

We conclude this part carrying explicitly the proof of the following

known fact since we can not give an exact reference for it.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let R be a noetherίan local integral domain which

is a homomorphic image of a regular (local) ring. Then JR is generically

a complete intersection (i.e. for every minimal prime q c &, i?q is a

complete intersection).

Proof. Let R = S/p9 S regular (local) ring, p c S prime ideal. Sp

is regular, hence pSp = (au , ar)S9, with r = ht p, ate p. Then, if

p = (u19 . . >,un)S with n>r, there exists some f eS — p such that fut

e (au , αr)S for every ί, hence pSf = (α^ , ar)Sf. This means R7 is

a complete intersection. Therefore R7 is a complete intersection. More-

over, since for every minimal prime q c & we have $„ = (Rτ)qRj, our

contention is completely proved.

2. The Larfeldt-Lech construction and examples

In this paragraph we give some examples of bad noetherian local
rings, more precisely we will construct:

a) a class of local 1-dimensional C M . rings which do not have
canonical module
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b) a class of local 1-dimensional Gorenstein rings which can not be

expressed as homomorphic images of regular (local) rings

c) a class of local 1-dimensional Gorenstein rings which do not have

canonical algebra.

All these examples are founded upon a particular case of the con-

struction given in [9] theorem 1. So we think it useful to sketch here

briefly the aforesaid construction with regard to the special situation

we are interested in. This especially because we do not know whether

the Larf eldt-Lech paper has been already published and also because their

construction, in the restrictive hypotheses we need, looks much clearer

than in the general case.

Precisely we will deal with the following situation:

Let k = k be a field and let 2 be a finite set of indeterminates.

Let Qo = k and Qx = k[[Z]]/a be a local artinian fc-algebra. Clearly

(Qo> Qi) is a flat couple of 0-dimensional local rings. Let Q2 = Qι[[X]]

= QiHXfl be the formal power series ring over Q1 in one indeterminate.

It is possible to show that there exists a 1-dimensional (noetherian)

local domain Q whose completion Q ~ Q2.

For this, let rttt = max Qi9 ί — 0,1,2 Kt = Qijvcii ~ fc. Let u = {UiiieI}

be a set of generators for the ring extension Qγ over Qo P < V̂ o and

tr. deg. k[[X]]/k[X] > ^ 0 so we can choose a: I —> k[[XJ] so that we have

an injection of / into a transcendence basis of k[[X]] over k[X]. Put

u* = {Ui + a(i):ίel} c Q&X]]. Form the subring R = kW.X.X'^ of
QJίX'1]. Put T = R Π Q2 and Q = Γ r n m 2. We want to show that Q2 can

be identified with the completion of Q and that m ^ ΓΊ Q = (0).

We will see that for this it suffices to prove

1. (Q Π m2)Q2 = m2,

2. Q Π πtϊ = (Q Π m2)
w, w = 1,2, -.,

3. Q Π mAίX-1] = (0).

Clearly 1.-3. can be deduced from the following:

V. (T Π m2)Q2 = m2,

27. Γ Π m ; = ( Γ n m2)
w, w = 1,2, ,

3 r. Γ Π m1QJίX-1] = (0).

Γ. Let / e Γ = Jk[w*, Z, X"1] Π Q2. Then / can be written as / = α0

+ axX + a2X
2 + . / e QX[[Z]] and / e m2 iff α0 e mle We can find finitely

many elements fl9 , / r e Γ such that their constant terms generate m1

in Qx. Then for an arbitrary / e T Π m2 there exist flTj, , ̂ r e T such
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that / — Σϊ=ifi9i has constant term 0, i.e. it is divisible by X in T,
and this means T Π m2 = (fl9 ,/ r,X). From this fact it follows that
(T Π m2)Q2 = τna, which is what we need.

2'. Let / € T. Then we have / e m ; iff its coefficients satisfy the
conditions ^em?"4 (i.e. α ^ e m ? ) for 0 < i <w, and this implies f e(T
Π m2)

w.
3'. It is clear that because of u* no non-zero f eT can have all

of its coefficients in m19 so T D m^t^" 1 ] = (0). Thus (0) is a prime
ideal in T.

Now 1'. and 2'. together allow us to perform a reasoning like
that of lemma 6.1 in [4] with respect to the canonical injection 0 —> Q
-* Q2 and so we conclude Q ~ Q2. Moreover 3'. tells us that Q is
an integral domain. We have only to prove that Q is Noetherian. For
this, let m denote the maximal ideal of Q and let b c Q be a non-zero
ideal hQ can not be contained in the minimal prime of Q (since we have
shown that it retracts to (0) in Q), so it must be primary for mQ (since
Q is 1-dimensional). Choose an integer k such that mkQ c bQ. Then
mk c b + mk+1 since mk is finitely generated we can use the Nakayama's
lemma to conclude mk c b, i.e. b is m-primary. This means (0) and m
are the only prime ideals of Q, in V we have seen that m is finitely
generated, therefore Q is noetherian.

EXAMPLES 2.1. a) Let (fc, Qj) be any flat couple with k = ίc a field
and Qx a local artinian ft-algebra which is not Gorenstein. If we apply
the above construction to (k, Q^ we get a local (noetherian) 1-dimensional
integral domain Q whose formal fibers are not Gorenstein (in fact Q(0)

is a field and Qi[[-XΊ]miρx[[jr]] is n<>t Gorenstein since by hypothesis Qi is
not so). All this in particular means that Q is a local 1-dimensional
C. M. domain having no Gorenstein modules of any rank (see [3] th. 5.2).
(For another example of a ring with this feature see: D. Ferrand-M.
Raynaud: Fibres formelles d'un anneau local noetherian, Ann. Sci. Ec.
Norm. Sup. 4e serie t. 3, 1970).

b) Let (k, Qx) be any flat couple such that k = ϊc is a field and Qx

is an artinian local fc-algebra which is Gorenstein but not a complete
intersection. If we apply the aforesaid construction to (ky QJ we get a
local (noetherian) 1-dimensional integral domain Q which is Gorenstein
and it is not expressible as a homomorphic image of a regular (local)
ring. In fact Q has completion Q = QJtZ]] which is Gorenstein (by [4]
th. 9.8. since Qj is assumed to be Gorenstein by hypothesis), but it is
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not generically a complete intersection since QitPΠlmiβicm] is not a com-

plete intersection (recall we are assuming Qλ is not a complete intersec-

tion and apply Remark 2 after theorem 2 of [13]).

We can now conclude by applying Proposition 1.1.

c) Let (fc, Qx) be any flat couple such that k = k is a field, Qλ is

an artinian local fc-algebra which is Gorenstein and d(Qλ) = 2 (this means

Qi = MtZj, ,Zn]]/a where α is a (Z19 ,ZJ-primary ideal generated

by n + 2 elements). If we apply the usual construction to (k, QJ we

get a local (noetherian) 1-dimensional integral domain Q which is Gorenstein

and can not be expressed as a homomorphic image of a regular (local)

ring (that follows from δ) since d(Qi) = 2 means in particular that Qx

is not a complete intersection). We want to show that Q does not have

c a n o n i c a l a l g e b r a . W e h a v e Q ~ k[[Z19 •• ,Zn9 X]]/ak[[Z19 . ,Zn,X]].

For short we will write k[[Z19 ., Zn, X]] = S and αfc[[£i, , Zn, X]] = St.

Clearly μ(2ί) = n + 2, let then {a19 , αn+2} be a minimal system of

generators for ST. By [6] theorem 2.2.2 there exists the canonical algebra

A(Q) and precisely A(Q) ~ H(E) where E is the Koszul complex of S

with respect to {aly ,αw + 2}. Let }j be the minimal prime of Q, hence

p Π Q = (0), and let $β c S be the prime ideal which is the image of p

in the canonical map Spec Q —> Spec S. We have QilίXJlm^itx^i ~ ΘP —

S$/yiSy. Moreover, the images άt of the α/s in S%, minimally generate

SiS^. In fact, μ{%SJ < ^(2ί) = n + 2 but, ^(SIS$) = w + 1 implies Qi[[X]]miQlCm]

is an almost complete intersection i.e. it is not Gorenstein and this is

absurd (see [4] th. 9.8); on the other hand μ($ίSχ) = n implies Qi[[X]]mQliixn

is a complete intersection which is also absurd. Therefore, if we denote

by E the Koszul complex of S% with respect to {ά19 , dn+2} we have

that E = E%, so: H(E) ~ H(EJ ~ H(E\ ~ A(Q\ (see [6] th. 2.4.7). Now

since S% is a regular local ring and {a19 , an+2\ is a minimal system of

generators for StS¥, and since Qp ^ S^/^ίS^ we have A(Q)P ~ A(QP). All

this will allow us to say that Q has no canonical algebra. For this,

suppose that A(Q) exists, then by definition: A(Q)~ ~ A(Q) ®Q Q ^ A(Q).

Moreover since Q is an integral domain, Q(0) is a field and so A(Q) <g)Q

Q(0) is free (finite) over Q(0). From A(Q,) - A(Q)P and p Π Q = (0) it

follows

~ A(Q\ - A(Q) ® ρ Q ® 5 Qp - A(Q) ® ρ ρ,

Q Q(0) ®β ( 0 ) Θp - Θ Q(o) ®β(0) QP - θ ^
fin fin
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Therefore HX(E) is free over Qp.

Recall now that Qp is a homomorphic image of the regular (local)
ring S*. That, together with H^E) free over Qp implies, by [5] theorem
1.4.9, that Qp ~ QitLΏlmiβicm] is a complete intersection, a contradiction.
Therefore A(Q) does not exist.
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